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Introduction

With the urgent need to conserve our natural

studio focused on adaptive reuse in the city of New-

resources and to minimize the negative impact of

port. Newport is one of the oldest cities in the U.S.

building upon the environment, there is a new focus

and the many issues of historic buildings and cities

on the adaptive reuse of existing structures. In

in America today are embodied in the structures

North America, the transformation, adaptation and

and infrastructure of this 373-year-old city. With the

expansion of existing buildings currently comprise

aim to enhance the reputation of Newport County

approximately 50% of the building volume of the

as an area of national importance, the Foundation

overall US building industry, totaling $50 billion each

supports, in particular, ‘the physical integrity and

year.1 Due to these developments, there is a

appropriate adaptive reuse of key historic proper-

demand for the study of the alterations of existing

ties to ensure that they are there for the enjoyment

structures both for professionals in architecture

of future generations.’ The objective of this year’s

and for a general design population.

Adaptive Reuse studio, titled soft interventions, is to

The study of adaptive reuse has been a major
8

focus of the Department of Interior Architecture for

address the heritage building and its limitations of
protected historic features.

decades, beginning in 1947 when the name of the
department changed from Interior Design to Interior

Providence

Architecture. This change in nomenclature was a

October 2013

transformative one which brought “an entirely new
set of issues and values” 2 influencing the direction
of the department through the 21st century. Today
the Department offers two graduate programs in
Adaptive Reuse: the Master of Design [MDES] in
Interior Studies [Adaptive Reuse] and the Master of
Art [MA] in Interior Architecture.
With the prerequisite of a first professional
degree in Architecture, the Master of Art (MA)
in Interior Architecture program provides a clear
aesthetic, theoretical, and technological framework
for the study of adaptive reuse. With an emphasis
on research, varying aspects of that subject are
explored through curricular studies and a demonstration of these explorations in design studio.
The Adaptive Reuse Design Studio is the culmination of this year-long degree.
In 2013, through the generous support of the
van Beuren Charitable Foundation, a Rhode Islandbased grant making organization dedicated to
protecting and preserving the unique characteristics
of Aquidneck Island and Newport County, this

1 www.architecture2030.org
2 “A New World: Good taste and good design Ernst Lichtblau
in Providence” in Ernst Lichtblau Architect
1883-1963, organized by Otto Wagner Archive, Academy of
Fine Arts, Vienna and curated by August Sarnitz and
Samuel B. Frank, Providence, RI 1994, pg.32.
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The Church

12

Current work at the
Newport Congregational Church

Newport Congregational Church in central Newport,

thetic to respecting his aims; this being currently a

Renovating the Congregational Church required a

the setting for the 2013 RISD-van Beuren Adaptive

rather difficult challenge given ongoing restoration

great deal of precision and care. The meticulous

Re-Use Studio, is Rhode Island’s newest national

work. Due to dwindling attendance the present con-

restoration of this National Historic Landmark was

historic landmark, having been so designated in

gregation has had the generous foresight to sign the

comparable to construction within a museum while

October 2012, and provides a singularly sympathetic

structure over, in 2012, to the La Farge Restoration

all its artifacts remained in place.

and yet challenging backdrop to the RISD student

Fund, a non-profit with the aim of restoring and pre-

projects. Built of brownstone, in a somewhat

serving the La Farge interior and insuring its survival

On the exterior, the roofers were told that to replace

daunting Romanesque Revival style in 1857 by

with a new long-term steward. The Adaptive Re-Use

100 squares of slate, they would need to work

New York architect Joseph C. Wells, the church’s

Studio’s intervention was thus well-timed. As work

gingerly on the roof as if they were walking on

interior decoration consisted initially of faux-

began on replacing the historic slate roof, students

eggshells. Custom-designed protective measures

grained woodwork and rusticated masonry walls.

were further faced with the added concerns of

included tensioned cables to anchors, and a tem-

By 1880 the aesthetic-minded congregation, led

working with soft interventions within a landmark-

porary enclosure system of fabric shell stretched

by dynamic theologian Henry van Dyke, found the

protected site. Their proposals, respecting both the

between cables.

setting uninspiring and contacted then resident

artistic value of La Farge’s comprehensive vision

Newport artist John La Farge (1835-1910) to trans-

and the pragmatic issues of conservation and pres-

Inside, before specialist conservators could begin

form the sanctuary’s decoration with budget in mind

ervation of original materials has led to a range of

any treatment for the La Farge murals, the plaster

and with the sole caveat that his design not include

proposals that amaze for their spirit of having chan-

surfaces which formed the artist’s canvas needed to

overt religious or figural imagery. La Farge, fresh

neled the artist and conducted a lively dialogue with

be protected from moisture. The fragile state of the

from the construction and decoration of architect

him as to how he would wish this design scheme

plaster due to water damage from the roof required

H.H. Richardson’s Trinity Church (1877), Boston, saw

interpreted in the 21st century.

temporary protection of historic interior during con-

this as a previously denied opportunity to create
a comprehensive interior decorative scheme; one
which would be based on blending Byzantine and
Near Eastern design sources, borrowed freely from
architectural sources, ceramics and textiles, and
interpreted in the artist’s encaustic mural technique
and his newly devised opalescent glass method,
patented that same year. Completed by late 1881,
the artistic unity of La Farge’s visionary and comprehensive interior has survived relatively unscathed
as the sole surviving comprehensive decorative
campaign by this American master.
The excitement in working in such a space is the
carefully calculated interaction between light and
shadow, sight planes, reflective surfaces and balanced color, all of which La Farge spoke theoretically of, at great length, in subsequent interviews.
After careful reading of La Farge’s theory and aims
for this interior, the students proved highly sympa-

struction. Builders’ risk insurance was calculated
PAU L F. M I LL E R

President, La Farge Restoration Fund
Curator, Preservation Society of Newport County

based on the assumption that the interior finishes
are priceless.

M O HA M A D FA RZ A N
RI BA , A I A NewPort Architecture, LLC .
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The Church & Its Congregants

For my fellow congregants and me the presenta-

T he RISD exhibits bring to today’s conversations

tions bring home to us that things are no longer

and calculations this long term future, indeed

as they were, as we mutter a bit while ducking

they make this future time current as they induce

under the most obtrusive of the exhibits, the large

thought. That the students’ proposals address very

fabric sculpture which occupies most of the church

real needs in our community and set forth exciting

interior, while seating ourselves in the pews. All

opportunities to address them in ways both innova-

that we experienced since selling the church to the

tive and inventive is important. But not as important

foundation, even something as significant as putting

as focusing our attention on the opportunity we will

on new slate tiles on the roof, little impacted our

have to practice faith in a revitalized building. The

Sunday routines. That the building would be saved

exhibits show how that our sanctuary might thrive;

and its glorious furnishing returned to their origi-

now we must find our path forward.

nal beauty has made us all the more comfortable.

14

And that someone else now owns the building is a

It won’t be easy. The problems facing ‘mainstream’

liberation from the time consuming, spirit weary-

churches in contemporary America are well known.

ing duties of tending to the endless problems of a

But good works have been done here before and can

decrepit structure. However, our building’s salvation

be done here again. Perhaps just filling the space

also disquiets, for we had come to accept that our

with sacred song and prayer will be mission enough.

church had had its history, that our small congrega-

Perhaps we will need to do more. But all in good

tion would continue to fade away, that our genteel,

time, now that we have it.

New Englandish decline was irreversible, that there
would be another, terminal, date to put on the right

A N D RE W LO N G

side of 1695-,and that soon would come the day

Moderator, Newport Congregational Church

when we would lock the doors for the final time,
abandoning a building that once was our church to
whatever fate might befall it, relieved (if silently) to
be free of our obligations.
Now that easy, clearly marked path is closed and we
may have to think of continuing to carry our burdens.
A successful restoration process will, by regaining
the past, give us a future, in fact two futures: one,
the near term of being inconvenienced by all the
construction and restoration work being done about
us; and two, the second future, the future after the
future, the one which begins when the restoration
process concludes and the building settles in to its
new life.

15

ADAPTIVE REUSE STUDIO

16

Co taught by Eduardo Benamor Duarte, Lee Boroson and Liliane Wong

OVERVIEW
REVERSIBILITY
PA R T 1
PA R T 2
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Overview

In the last quarter of the 20th century, the ongoing

vividly reflect a fundamental duality in the late

trend towards secularization in the Northeast has

nineteenth-century American thought, merging a

led to decreasing church attendance. Dwindling

desire for affiliation with tradition with a modern

congregations have created a common problem

respect for empirical, natural fact.” 4

for many ecclesiastical structures today and often

18

Since the late 19th century, time has weathered

result in the decommissioning, sale and the adap-

many elements of the church. Some of the windows

tive reuse of the abandoned religious structures.

were replaced without regard to their original state,

The Newport Congregational Church (also known as

the walls were covered over in a bright shade of

the United Congregational Church), located at the

blue, the exterior envelope has deteriorated, the

corner of Spring and Pelham Streets, is not immune

organ loft was enclosed. In 1971, the church was

to this phenomenon. With a long and interesting

added to the National Register of Historic Places.

ecclesiastical history that is intertwined with the

In 1996, the La Farge Restoration Foundation

development of Congregationalism on Aquidneck

was established to oversee the restoration of the

Island in the late 17th century, the congregation

sanctuary, with fund raising efforts that continue

remains today as a body of less than 25 members.

today. Most recently, in October 2012, the murals

Built in 1857, the Newport Congregational

and windows of the Newport Congregational Church,

Church is an example of the Romanesque Revival

the only comprehensive interior of John La Farge,

in America. Designed by architect Joseph Wells,

received national landmark designation by the U.S.

the use of this style is one that coincides with ‘the

Secretary of the Interior.

sentiment with American Congregationalism to em-

The church is now the property of the La Farge

brace Romanesque architectural forms associated

Restoration Fund, a non-profit 501C3 organization

with early Christianity as a component of religious

incorporated in the State of Rhode Island, and the

renewal.” 1

Fund operates a memorandum of understanding

The present day significance of this build-

with the congregation to whit: the congregation

ing, however, lies with the interior and the work of

continues to worship in the sanctuary, until such

American artist, John La Farge. In 1879, a generation

point as it is voluntarily deemed no longer viable, or

after the completion of the structure, La Farge was
commissioned to execute a ‘mural and stained glass
decorative program within the church’s expansive
sanctuary.’2 La Farge is attributed with having “in-

1 National Historic Landmark Nomination submission, p4.

vented a new technology for stained glass” 3 using

2 Ibid.

opalescent glass. The stained glass windows in the

3 Henry A. La Farge, “Chapter 5: Painting with Colored Light:

Newport Congregational Church are an outstanding example of this technology. La Farge’s work also

The Stained Glass of John La Farge”, in “John La Farge”, Essays by
Henry Adams, Kathleen A. Foster, Henry A. La Farge, H. Barbara
Weinberg, Linnea H. Wren and James L. Yarnall, Carnegie Museum

includes the painted murals on the walls and the

of Art, Pgh, 1987, p197.

ceilings of the sanctuary. These murals are “unprec-

4 H. Barbara Weinberg, “Chapter 4: John La Farge: Pioneer of the

edented in the history of American art and remain
among the most significant manifestations of the
American mural movement. More importantly, they

American Mural Movement”, in “John La Farge”, Essays by Henry
Adams, Kathleen A. Foster, Henry A. La Farge, H. Barbara Weinberg, Linnea H. Wren and James L. Yarnall, Carnegie Museum of
Art, Pgh, 1987, p163.
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in a designated replacement area on-site as dictated

cesses and failures of transforming a church into

rule 10 of the rehabilitation standards, “New addi-

by restoration work, and serves as a sub-contractor

a new type, from housing to retail. The need for a

tions and adjacent or related new construction will

to the Fund to manage and maintain the commercial

co-existence with the congregation and the heritage

be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed

tenants and premises in the parish hall.

of John La Farge served as a determinant for the se-

in the future, the essential form and integrity of

lection of a new program. With its unique placement

the historic property and its environment would be

especially with its status as both national landmark

in historic Newport, this search for a new purpose

unimpaired.” 6 The latter clause inspired the idea of

and Historic Register property, require a revenue

also required an examination of the city. As a place

“reversibility” in which architectural interventions

source derived outside of the church. While the

of duality, in (tourist) season and out of season, a

could be “inserted” and removed, if needed, without

Church will continue to function for its members

new function for the church is integrally linked with

leaving a trace on the original structure.

with services, there is a need to explore additional,

the life of Newport itself. New “useful” functions

This idea of reversibility was adopted by the

revitalizing and dynamic uses for the structure that

were considered for their impact on the city from

students as a driving principle of their conceptual

will ameliorate this financial burden. Proposals

economic benefits and neighborhood needs to off

work. The previous analyses of church conversion

for new and innovative use will be crucial to its exis-

season tourism. In the end, each student’s proposal

precedents were categorized into shades of revers-

tence in the 21st century.

of new use was premised upon a plan that simulta-

ibility, in an ascending scale of 1 for irreversible

neously benefitted the city and the church.

interventions and 5 for reversible ones. In propos-

The many expenses of maintaining the structure,

20

Interventions to landmark structures are

Interventions to architectural heritage also

ing new uses, the students’ interpretations of this

toric monuments. The Athens Charter for the

require a different standard of care. As defined in

concept varied. Some interpreted “reversibility” as

Restoration of Historic Monuments of 1931 pio-

Article 6 of the Venice Charter, “Wherever the

interventions that never interact structurally with

neered the global efforts for the conservation of

traditional setting exists, it must be kept. No new

the host building. Such interventions were moveable

architectural works in the modern era. While the far

construction, demolition or modification which

and, therefore, entirely removable. For example,

reaching conclusions of the First International

would alter the relations of mass and colour must

the reuse of the church as a retail venue in which

Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic

be allowed.” Nonetheless, historic monuments such

clothing vitrines or modular pods constituted the

Monuments have since been superseded, one of the

as the Newport Congregational Church are in need

mode of intervention. Other projects instead ex-

main resolutions - to use “modern techniques and

of positive intervention to keep them vibrant and

plored the concept from the other extreme in which

materials” in restoration - remains at the heart of

active in 21st century life. A primary objective of this

new construction was made reversible through

work within historic buildings. These ideas, substan-

studio was to explore the scope of design interven-

special detailing - for example, the addition of an

tiated by the subsequent Venice Charter of 1964, are

tions within these limitations of protected historic

exterior skin, cantilevered from the existing roof

still applicable to many buildings and monuments in

monuments and to embrace such constraints

structure. Nine proposals of reuse are presented

Newport today. Almost fifty years later, Article 5 of

through innovative means.

herein and organized in an order of reversibility,

restricted by the many guidelines pertaining to his-

the Venice Charter resonates in contemporary prac-

In interpreting compliance with such regula-

tice with its statement that “The conservation of

tions, the students referred to the Secretary of the

monuments is always facilitated by making use of

Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic

them for some socially useful purpose.” A major

Properties. As guidelines for rehabilitating and

component of the studio focused on this aspect of

reconstructing historic buildings, the standards for

contemporary adaptive reuse practice.

“rehabilitation” stipulate specifically that the prop-

In determining a new “socially useful purpose”

erty be “used as it was historically or be given a new

for the Newport Congregational Church, the stu-

use that requires minimal change to its distinctive

dents researched and analyzed projects of church

materials, features, spaces and spatial relation-

conversion. As a typology, they debated the suc-

ships”. 5 The students were particularly intrigued by

from the most to the least.

5 Kay D. Weeks and Anne E. Glimmer. The Secretary of the

Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating,
Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings, p 69.
6 Ibid.
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Reversibility

The guidelines for rehabilitating and
reconstructing historic buildings, the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties, stipulate specifically that “New additions and
adjacent or related new construction will
be undertaken in such a manner that, if
removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity of the historic property and
its environment would be unimpaired.” The
latter clause inspired the idea of “reversibility” in which architectural interventions could be “inserted” and removed, if
needed, without leaving a trace on the
original structure. This idea of reversibility was adopted by the students as a
driving principle of their conceptual work.
22

Analyses of church conversion precedents,
categorized into shades of reversibility,
in an ascending scale of 1 for irreversible
interventions and 5 for reversible ones
are presented herein.

23

ADAPTIVE REUSE STUDIO PROJECTS
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[ PART 1 ]

Nine students in the Master of Art in

ROXANNA SALCEDA

Interior Architecture Degree Program
participated in the Adaptive Reuse
studio project. Their projects demonstrate
variations of “reversibility” in architectural interventions. In a scale developed by

SHIVANI BHALLI
MANSI TEWARI

the students over the semester, the
resultant projects are presented herein

KRISTEN BENDER

from the most reversible to the least.
CAROLINA MARTINS
L A A S YA P R I YA M A L L A D I
DANA HAMDAN
P H AWA D E E PA N T R A K U L
A M Y S E LVAG G I O
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TASTE SPACE: MOVE AND DEPLOY indoor food festival

26

ROXANNA SALCEDA
Taste Space is an indoor food festival that
provides a sampling of the edible offerings
from the City of Newport and other cities
close by. Locals and tourists can equally
partake of this experience and be exposed
to the local foods that are in the area. It
enhances businesses in the city, as a quasimarketing strategy, and it also enhances
the community by bringing them together
outside of the annual summer Jazz Festival.
The main revenue generator will occur during this Festival but it is important to note
that this must function outside of the high
tourist/visitor season to achieve the dual
purpose of bringing people into the church
and to expose the “hidden” La Farge interior.

ules further keeps La Farge alive as the
murals and the stained glass are reflected
onto the soft, expandable skin of each of
these “lunch box” modules. Each module
can house 2 tenants, one facing the nave,
and the other towards the aisles. When not
in service, each module is folded up and
tucked in between the columns (or elsewhere), which in turn leaves room for other
functions inside the church.

The intervention to the church consists of
inserting moveable modules into the bays
of the church. Each food booth, or “lunch
box” module, is completely removeable,
as are the stairs that are installed as a
second means of egress. This intervention
is minimal and a truly “soft intervention”
that is entirely non-invasive to the existing
structure. The revenue generation from the
festival physically maintains the heritage of
La Farge. The intervention of these mod-

Top,
Models of module, folded
and deployed
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FLOOR PLAN- GROUND

OCCUPANCY:
110

The pleated skin of the module is
derived from an analysis of
the LaFarge stained glass patterns

29
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Section through folded module

Section through opened module

Details of the folding mechanisms

UNION IN FAITH, union with faith wedding venue
30

SHIVANI BHALLA
...“In discovering these subtle interventions
through the space the church might reveal something
that you did not know existed ...“
The sacred relationship between an individual & his/
her belief in a higher existence is the purest form of
Faith. A celebration of the holy Union of two individuals with their promise to honor each other is another
strong symbol of Faith.
This proposal looks at bringing the church back to the
community by maintaining the Congregational practice that exists today. As a new program, the unique
space decorated with La Farge has the potential to
become a popular destination Wedding Venue. The
combination of these two as a reuse proposal for the
Newport Congregational Church aims to preserve
and revive its sacred soul in today’s modern context.
One unites with faith and the other unites in faith
thus helping revive its rich historic glory and showcase the jewels that lay hidden within this stone
house of faith.
It is said that a space is made by its detail hence the
design concept is minimum intervention and maximum function. Architecturally, the Adaptive Reuse
approach of ‘Soft Intervention’ tries to propose subtle
changes in the main church and maximum change
in the Parish Hall.

Upper level floor plan
with balcony as dining area
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Models of minimal intervention to church and
maximum intervention at Parish House

RESONATING NEWPORT performing arts theatre
32

MANSI TEWARI

Newport as the music hub of New England
lends itself to a conducive, new age performance space. The Jazz Festival, Folk
Festival and many more such attractions
for travellers and locals alike bring the city
together and, at the same time, serve as a
generator of substantial revenue.
Within this wealth of music venues, Newport
is missing an indoor space that caters to
the new age genre of music. Theatres catering to classical music are in abundance and
almost all the music venues are outdoors,
restricting performances only to good
weather. An indoor performance platform
would fill a welcome void especially with
the added touch of the church’s history
and the presence of La Farge’s art work. A
retractable volume is inserted into the nave
to transform the church into such a performance space.

windows lend a mystical air to the performances. New, demountable practice rooms
are inserted below the balconies and,
when used, fill the church with sounds that
reverberate throughout. Paying homage
to the grand organ, the mobile panels retain
the integrity of the nave while allowing for
the music to be encased by the art. They
also transform the volume as per the requirements of a daily sound and light show,
performances and Sunday service. The
seating and fabric ceiling are retractable
making the space adaptable to the different acoustic requirements of various music
types. The parish hall sustains the ancillary
functions for the performers by being
transformed into an event space and hostel.

Bringing the church into focus for the city
of Newport is the primary concern of this
project. The murals and opalescent glass

33

Retractable ceilings, walls and seats
transform the church acoustically for use
as a flexible music venue.

35
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Top left
Retractable seats + Performance platform
transform concert seating to pew seating
Bottom left
Details of retractable ceiling panels
Top
Retractable wall panels
Bottom
Sliding panels form practice rooms
below the balcony
practice rooms bellow the balcony

The COMMUNE community arts centre
36

KRISTEN BENDER
Commune: An intentional community
of people sharing common interests, property,
possessions, resources.
Located in the heart of historic Newport,
The Commune is an artists’ facility dedicated to encouraging artists, visitors, and
residents of the city to create works in a
shared, community-based environment.
With the heritage of John La Farge as a
backdrop, this adaptive reuse of the church
as an art venue utilizes the historic
interior to cultivate a creative atmosphere
for experimentation and learning.
New programmatic elements occupy the
church and the parish house. They include
art gallery, studio space, an art library, an
archive of John La Farge, an art supplies
store and artists’ residencies. The Art Store
trades and sells recycled and donated materials within the front parish house space,
while also maintaining a large open space
for multiple multi-use studio workshop
spaces. Residency studio apartments, also
located in the parish house, allow artists to
produce art, as well as teach the community
in their specialty. Within the church itself,
the new Balcony Library holds a sharedbook system for the research of art, and art
education including the physical and digital
material collections that specialize in innovative art and technology from the time of
La Farge to the current day.

37

Within the original church, architectural
insertions into the balconies and the addition of stairs from the balcony are ones that
softly touch the existing structure. While
they create new spaces within the church,
the sanctuary is left relatively intact. Mass
can still be held for those within the congregation on Sundays, allowing for gallery
and exhibition space throughout the week
or on special gala events.

Diagram of balcony intervention

Left
Section + view of new library, with new intervention
into nave and balcony seats
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BRIDAL BOUTIQUE all the little lights
40

CAROLINA MARTINS

The Adaptive Reuse of the Newport Congregational Church into a Bridal Shop is inspired
by the 1950’s boutique concept and its
transformation from little hidden treasures
to unique and spectacular places filled
with architectural moments. The proposed
program as bridal retail is one that complements the sacred space through the shared
ritual of matrimony. The heritage of La Farge,
especially the mural behind the altar, offers
a spectacular setting for this retail venue.
Program elements from gown exhibits
to fabric display occupy unique elements
of the sanctuary, such as the repetitive
arches of the nave or the stained glass
lit under-balcony, with the La Farge heritage
as backdrop.

life to the church, transforming the existing
structure through non-invasive means.
Different layers of lighting - in the floor of
the sanctuary, spanning the nave and woven
amongst the balconies - highlight the
pieces on display (acrylic boxes, floating
dresses, hanging fabrics) and, at the same
time, draw attention to La Farge, the ulti–
mate goal of this project. Multiple experiences are created through the play of light
and color.

The proposal utilizes retail equipment – vitrines, fabric displays, shelving – as objects
that transform the space, objects that are
removable, if need be, in the future. As such,
this transformation is entirely “reversible”
with the potential to return the church to its
existing state without effort. The use of
lighting as a “soft intervention” brings new

41

Top
Groundfloor plan with light fixture layout
(1) Floor plan when used for fashion show
(2) Floor plan when used for mass
(3) Floor plan as retail venue
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All those little lights shining in the dark, showing us
the way, tracing a path to take... A bright light comes to
one spot, highlighting dresses that start to show,
floating in the air like there’s nobody else. . .

THE ICE APSE skating in the sanctuary

LAASYAPRIYA MALLADI

My proposal is an ice skating rink in the
nave of the church. Ice skating is a popular
winter activity of the town and the community. The proposed rink will differ from
the open air one in town due to the environment of the LaFarge heritage. The daylight
streams in through LaFarge’s opalescent
stained glass windows, coloring the ice, in
contrast to the embedded fibre optic lighting embedded within the ice itself.
In summer, the ice skating rink panels are
easily removed for transformation to a roller
skating rink. The balcony is used as a spectator seating and cafe.
A soft wall screens the rink from the altar
area that is exclusively used for mass.

45
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Top
A soft wall screens the mass activities
from the skating
Left
Concept of soft walls

TRAKSCREEN a house of NewportFILM
46

DANA HAMDAN

The ongoing trend towards secularization
has led to a decrease in church attendance.
Any excursion into contemporary society
and culture reveals today’s heavy reliance
on virtual culture. TraKScreen is a project
intended to provoke a conversation about
secularization and the role of religion in the
lives of today’s generation. It questions the
extent to which social networking contributes to the phenomenon of secularization,
and whether “virtuality”, which is at the
heart of social networking, could be used
to re-ignite humanity’s search for spiritual
meaning. John La Farge’s artwork in the
church was intended to express spirituality
beyond explicit appearance. The new supplementing program, with the immaterial
nature of virtual culture, has the potential to
positively contribute to the search for spirituality and meaning in the secular world.
A secondary attribute of this new program
is its material contribution through income
generation, a pragmatic but necessary
function for the maintenance of the building.
TraKScreen—house of NewportFILM—
brings people from different ages and backgrounds together, for various film-related
events, creating social sustainability in the
community of Newport. The transformation from church to film house is simply
achieved with the insertion of a system of
projection screens. A “soft intervention”, the

screens are flexible enough to be modular,
adaptable and dismountable. The system of
projection screens, mounted on tracks, will
enhance the church experience, but will also
supplement the new parish house which will
now house the film production activities for
NewportFILM organization. The retrofit of
the parish house into NewportFILM House is
in dialogue with the church. The new building
cannot exist without its neighbour, yet the
church remains untouched. It softly clings
onto the chuch with a panoramic bridge on
top, reminiscing the missing tower. The new
façade of the parish house brings to mind
La Farge’s work through its color wash, and
adds dynamism to the neighborhood skyline
through its screens and translucent facades.
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Top
Variations of use for screen system
(section diagrams on p. 46)
Left
Detail at sliding +folding screen
Right top
Screen used for church activity
Right bottom
Screen used for film house activity

IN THE SANCTUARY indoor community park and club house
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PHAWADEE PANTRAKUL

This architectural intervention presupposes
the initial hypothesis of the existing architecture; the Congregational Church as a
church for all. The initial intention is the integration of Eastern methodology and Western practice upon a sacred architecture. The
program of a community indoor park and
clubhouse is then proposed as an intervention to the Newport Congregational Church,
with the aim to redeem the root of America’s
initiative with churches, and to reincarnate
the building from a slow mortality. ‘In The
Sanctuary’ is a place for peace, a place for
all, and a place for internal joy.
This adaptive reuse project excavates into
the foundations of the church for the creation of a new space. The rectangular boundaries of the indoor landscape are potent
symbols of a congregational precedent, and
of faith. The rectangular outline recalls
Christian worship and prayer as their boundaries define the elevated wooden platform
of the original pews, and are highlighted
by the surrounding exposed earth of the
church’s foundations. The complex waves of

the embedded hardscape curve around the
structure with geometry that references
the windows of stained-glass master, John
La Farge. As opposed to the pure geometry
of the sacred ground, the deformed contour
field symbolically imitates the earth and
the natural; representing abstract, harmonious consistencies between man and nature,
and between man and the Holy Spirit.
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Left
Contours in exposed concrete
serve as areas of congregation within
the indoor park
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This architectural intervention presupposes
the initial hypothesis of the existing architecture;
the Congregational Church as a church for all.

SPIRITUAL LAPS contemporary bath house + spa
54

AMY SELVAGGIO

In the face of secularization, the adaptive
reuse of sacred spaces is becoming more
prevalent as a means of preserving the
historic and often beautiful architecture of
the church. Because of the work of John
La Farge the Newport Congregational Church
has the opportunity to set a creative
example for dealing with declining church
membership and renewal of sacred space.
The project presents the issue of rehabilitating not only a historic landmark but also
a sacred space- the church (in both building
and congregation). The two are inherently
connected and both should be preserved
through the process of adaptive reuse.
As written by Henry Adams of La Farge’s
intentions in the Newport Congregational
Church, he sought to “express (the) spiritual
realities that lie behind the veil of appearance.” In the spirit of the congregational
church, John La Farge saw beyond religious
imagery and created a physical manifestation of spirituality. Therefore, the proposal
for reuse is a new program, which incorporates the sacred character of the space
and what many call a spiritual experience
–the Bath House. The Bath House will incorporate thermal baths known for healing in
both mind and body. It will also incorporate
spa treatment rooms, gym facilities and a
lap pool. A new spiritual path connects the
elements, highlighting both the spiritual
experience and the work of John La Farge.
The intervention includes technical textiles
in the nave and beneath the mezzanine
level. The experience of the baths is driven
by water, the most basic element linking the
baths, athletics and baptism as the space
maintains its Christian congregation.

Left
The “spiritual path”.
Connecting the new elements with
the La Farge heritage.
Right top and bottom
Sections through the new water elements
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Top
New lap pool inserted into the church balcony

Right top
Bathing pools inserted into nave
Right bottom
The partitions of the massage
rooms are formed of humidity activated
technical textiles
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La Farge viewing path
& 1/16 mile track
Structure

Skin

Inflatable

1 Hot bath producing humidity
2 Permeable textile layer allows
humid air to enter, drawn in by vent
3 Non-permeable layer of textile prevents
humidity from escaping
4 Dehumidification unit

Support truss & inflatable
structure massage rooms

Technical textile humidity sponge & serves
to divide the sacred from the profane
Inflated curtain wall system

5 Air plenum delivers high pressured air to
the inflatable structures beneath the mezzanine
6 Air moves from high to low pressure and inflates
the fabric treatment rooms

Three Baths

ADAPTIVE REUSE STUDIO PROJECTS
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[ PART 2 ]

The installation of hundreds of
yards of textile into the nave of
the Newport Congregational
Church at spans of 50 to 75 feet
and elevations of 40 – 50 feet was
an exciting challenge especially
with only the aid of simple hand
tools and equipment. Over one
month, the group worked tirelessly in the church, surrounded
by sewing machines, simple saws,
drills and boundless energy.
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A second component of the studio, a joint group

spired by the sailing industry of Newport, the use of

project, focused further on rule 10 of the Secre-

this hardware permitted a mode of attachment that

tary of the Interior’s Standards for rehabilitation.

circumvented the existing structure. Continuous

Utilizing an interdisciplinary approach, reflective of

narrow casings sewn into the textile and secured

trends in current innovative practice, the work of the

with Velcro served as a means of attachment to the

Interior Architecture Department was complement-

cables. With the exception of three screwed con-

ed by the related but distinctly separate disciplines

nections, the sailing hardware allowed the enor-

of textiles and sculpture. Co-taught by architects

mous textile structure to float in the air without any

and artists, the studio embarked upon a full-scale

impact on the existing structure.

implementation of a “soft” intervention, one that

The installation was a challenge requiring first

brings new meaning and new use to the existing

the placement of cable and after the textile across

structure through non-invasive means.

the church, at elevations of 40 feet and spans from

Focusing on one or more aspects of the John
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La Farge sanctuary, the students collaborated on

itself was painstakingly slipped onto the cables

a design intervention that transformed the church

through the casings and slowly pulled across the

into an exhibition space for displaying their propos-

nave. Once the fabric was hoisted in place and

als of new use. With textiles as a primary material,

extended to the correct tension, it was inflated with

the intervention consisted of inserting a monu-

the use two small blowers. The exhibit boards and

mental interior ceiling into the nave, creating a new

monumental platform, both constructed of wood,

“room” within the church. Conceived of as an intui-

were similarly “attached” to the pews in a non-

tive “guide” to the interior of the church, the textile

invasive manner. Through careful and meticulous

directs the visitor toward specific aspects of the La

detailing, these items were clamped onto the pews

Farge heritage with sudden changes in elevation,

without direct attachment, allowing them to float

plane and form. Designed as an inflatable surface to

above the pews. With minimal contact these inter-

float above the pews, the ceiling consisted of a pat-

ventions demonstrated the concept of reversibility

tern derived and abstracted from the geometry of La

as architectural transformations achieved without

Farge’s stained glass windows. Below this ceiling a

invasive means.

series of exhibit boards and a monumental platform

p. 62
The new inflatable textile juxtaposed with
the LaFarge altar mural and the Tiffany altar lamp

The installation remained open for the New-

of steps were designed, constructed and “affixed”

port season from June through August, drawing

to the pews. The wooden steps, mounted above two

new visitors to the heritage of John La Farge. It was

pews, afforded the visitor an elevated overview of

uninstalled in September, leaving little trace of its

the interventions.

existence. It will live on only as part of the lengthy

The textile ceiling was constructed of hundreds
Top
As part of the process, the students
built a large scale replica of the church in which
to test their design interventions

75 feet end to end and 50 feet across. The ceiling

history of the church and in the memory of the

of yards of fire retardant ripstop, a woven nylon. In

students and professors who had the great fortune

its completed state, it spanned the length of the

to take part in creating these soft interventions in

church from altar to organ loft and from balcony to

spring 2013.

balcony. The double-layered fabric was hand sewn
and secured to the church with sailing hardware
such as cables, steel shackles, and turnbuckles. In-
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Below top
Textile ceiling anchored with cable
Below bottom
The textile ceiling above the exhibit boards,
each floating above the pews
Right top
Monumental steps to give the visitor
an elevated view
Right bottom
Pattern of inflated textile is derived
from the stained glass
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Paper like Glass Series [ PRINTMAKING ]

PROJECTS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES
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Five students outside of the

AMANDA HU

Adaptive Reuse Studio also
participated in the project. From
the disciplines of Printmaking,
Sculpture and Textiles, these
students provided a viewpoint

JESSE KAMINSKY
M AT T H E W

MAHONEY

outside of Interior Architecture.
Instead of the group installa-

M I N A M I O TA K E

tion they proposed, fabricated
and installed individual projects
that responded to the La Farge
interior. As responses to issues
from faith to stained glass, these
projects are a rich and varied
representation from the Division
of Fine Arts at RISD.

MAGGIE CASEY

AMANDA HU

My current practice incorporates handmade
paper, printmaking (primarily etching
or monotype), and drawing. Most recently
I have been experimenting with dying the
fibers to create colored sheets that I later
print on with etched copper plates. For this
installation I would like to continue in the
same vein to create a large scale “floating
carpet” assembled out of printed shapes of
fabric. The fabric will be seamed together to
create a rug pattern that reflects imagery
similar to the ceilings of the church. I would
like to draw attention to the Byzantine
inspired colors and shapes of the church’s
décor. The piece could be either suspended
from the ceiling horizontally or vertically.
I experimented with the fabric’s translucency,
lightness, and its geometric possibilities.
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I am proposing the installation of a temporary, inflatable structure made of sewn
Tyvek brand house wrap (high-density polyethylene) in the upper balcony of the Church
building. The structure will resemble the
growth of vines and other flowering plants
but will be large-scale, floppy and completely white. It will be made up of interconnected botanical shapes that will sit on the
existing pews and drape partially over the
edge of the balcony. It will not be necessary
to attach to existing walls or structures in
any way, though some consideration will
need to be made to conceal the fan cable on
the floor. I have completed a prototype of
a section of this sculpture in actual scale,
which should give some idea of the material and shape vocabulary, though this is
much simpler than the proposed sculpture.
Ideally, this sculpture will take up half the
balcony, from the center column to the front
end of the church. That said, it is scalable
and I am willing to work with other installing
artists and church members to make sure

that it doesn’t interfere with the normal use
of the building or other sculptures. In order
to maintain air pressure, the piece will require a fan to be constantly running during
business hours. I will supply the fan, which
will require a standard electrical outlet. The
fan will be quiet enough to not be noticeable
during services.

Fighting Bondage [ SCULPTURE ]

Ghost Garden [ SCULPTURE ]
68

JESSE KAMINSKY

MATTHEW MAHONEY

I am proposing to use the upholstery of the
church pews in a way that will both activate
the space of the church and provoke critical dialogue around ideas of escape and
freedom. The piece will consist of multiple
taxidermy ducks, which are flying out of
the upholstery of the church pews pulling
against the fabric and bursting out of it. The
fabric acts as a barrier attempting to hold
back the ducks as they fight for their freedom, and the ducks appear determined to
gain victory over their bondage. I see this as
an active piece of artwork that gives motion
to the solitude of the surrounding architectural landscape. The piece also gives a nod
to ideas of resurrection/ rebirth in its rising
out of the pews and it’s fight against cap-

tivity. Connecting further to that religious
quality, the ducks assume the role of the
dove, bringing forth promise of renewal and
light at the end of the tunnel. I have chosen
to make this sculpture to activate the deteriorating architecture in a way that both
shows where the building’s condition stands
and a new hope for its brighter future.
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For my project, I would like to create a
stained vinyl fabric to replace one of the
film coverings of the south windows on
the second floor.
John La Farge’s opalescent stained glass
windows at NCC inspired me to experiment
with my own ways of painting with lights.
His work was deeply influenced by Japanese
aesthetic, which attracted my attention.
Although I have been studying in the US for
a quite long time, I have realized that I still
maintain my inherited Japanese sensibility
to use materials. Inspired by La Farge’s
creativity with lights and colors, I want to
explore my own variations of that same idea.
For my design, I am using Japanese countryside imagery as a visual reference, and I
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reinvented a way to stain clear vinyl pieces
with dyes. Unlike prints on vinyl, dyed vinyl
absorbs and reflects light while changing its
colors, mimicking stained glass. As the process developed, I was also deeply inspired by
the material and technique itself.
By creating this installation of window coverings, I hope to add a new set of decorative
elements to integrate into the NCC collage
of aesthetics.

Fringe [ SCULPTURE ]

Stained Vinyl [ TEXTILE ]

MINAMI OTAKE

MAGGIE CASEY

To create a site specific installation that
will integrate a variety of the accumulated
color pallets of the Newport Congregational Church by means of reflection and
transparency. Colors and intensity will
change as sunlight and location of viewing
differ throughout experience.
Using Mylar, a reflective flexible plastic, and
plastic sheeting, an airy and reflective
mass would be constructed into each pew
column at the center window on both sides
of the church. Colorful tape would construct
the seams. In addition, a panel of bright
color would be attached to the column to
add front reflective options. Internal dowels
would create a skeletal support that would
keep the forms from collapsing. The installation could be viewed form the ground floor,
from the side and across the balcony.
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Process

Through the generosity of the Van Beuren Charitable

Members of the Newport Congregational Church

Foundation, the Adaptive Reuse studio was con-

also participated in reviews and presentations of

ducted with the input of a large cast of participants.

the project, enriching the process with their views
on the past and future of the church. In particular,

The studio was co-taught by RISD faculty: architects

Andy Long, with his vast knowledge of the history

Eduardo Benamor Duarte and Liliane Wong together

of Newport and the church, was a constant and

with artist Lee Boroson. Experts within RISD/Brown

indefatigable source for the students and faculty

joining in reviews included Eric Andersen,

the entire semester.

Ben Cornelius Mara Hermano, Kristen Jones,

Mohamad Farzon, as architect of the ongoing work

Jeffrey Katz, Jamie Kase, Kip McMahon,
Stephen Metcalf, Helene Miller, Paul Myoda,
Patricia Phillips, Jonah Sacks, Wolfgang Rudorf.
The process was complimented by an advisory group
from Newport that gathered at different times of the

at the Newport Congregational Church, provided expertise that was invaluable throughout the project.
Herein are images from the many reviews and presentations from the semester.

semester to advise the students and offer feedback
on their proposals.This group represents different
interests in Newport, bringing their expertise to the
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project. They included:
Sr. Therese Antone, Salve Regina College
Richard Crisson, National Park Service
Mohamad Farzan, La Farge Restoration Fund
Jane Howington, City of Newport
Paul Miller, La Farge Restoration Fund
Ron Onorato, Rhode Island Historic Preservation and
Heritage commission
Michael Semenza, Salve Regina College
John Shehan, Newport Historic District Commission
William Vareika, Wm Vareika Fine Arts
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